Spring '18 Delivered!
Check out the incredible improvements and fixes we are rolling out with Spring '18! Anything with a
was suggested by a customer. We are so grateful the feedback and great ideas!

Nimble AMS - Community Hub

Nimble AMS
Fix for Accrual Dues Bug Since this is an unmanaged package, any existing
consumers will need to apply the same ~10 lines of change to their existing classes.
Alternatively, they can uninstall and reinstall the next version of the package (ex: 1.19)
if they have no customizations

AMS-2463

SOAP API API enhancements to the Authorize.net XML API internally in Nimble AMS
have been put in place to migrate from the Authorize.Net SOAP API before it is
shutdown in march of 2018, rendering our legacy recurring functionality totally
inoperable.

AMS-8267

Many order Items If your org have lightning enabled, the list of order types can now be
served in a dropdown list. Activate the "OrderProcessTypeDropdownSPR18" tag to
enable this feature.

AMS-8533

Clickjack Protection To better support ClickJack Protection enablement, the
VisualForce pages displayed on the Order and Account record detail pages have been
updated.

AMS-8814

Select an Evaluation Record There is a new lightning component which allows users
to select an evaluation record from a select list.

AMS-8818

No Business Rules When no business rules are available, a message will be
displayed on the business rules page indicating as much.

AMS-8862

Order Tab The Order tab has been renamed so that it is no longer a developer label,
but just says, "Order"

AMS-8869

Query Locator To prevent the CalculateAccountFinancials Job from failing with an
Invalid Query Locator error subqueries were moved to the execute method for each
batch of accounts.

AMS-8911

Order Adjustments The applyCoupon() method was added to the Order class
specifically to support adjustments.

AMS-8970
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Expiration Check The ExternalPaymentProfile expiration check logic now correctly
calculates the prior month's year.

AMS-8976

Nimble Communities
Filter Configuration The Filter Configuration page of Community Hub Setup now
loads correctly for filters without a Datasource.

NC-4192

Affiliation Search Context Roster management was updated to consider the current
company when subsequent searches are executed.

NC-4373

Payment Source The Payment Source is set to Self Service on payments made
from stored payments in Community Hub.

NC-4374

 xpress Payments and Inventory Tracking The Express Payment page now
E
correctly queries the fields required for Merchandise products with Inventory Tracking.

NC-4413

Button Sort Order Community Hub buttons now respect the Sort Order defined on
their respective Custom Metadata Type record.

NC-4422

Inverse Query Conditional A new Access Control class has been created named
InverseQueryConditional. As its name implies, it does the exact opposite of
QueryConditional, meaning it will only permit access to the button, card, page it is
attached to if the selected Query record returns NO results.

NC-4426
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